Abstract. The spot centroid localization is one of the key problems in various fields of scientific research and engineering applications. This paper proposed a novel algorithm based on profile regularization of the detecting spots. The algorithm first roughly eliminates the background and random noise errors by an a priori statistically estimated threshold; then determines the profile edge of the spot region by using morphological filtering technique; last calculates the centroid position with a center of weight algorithm. The field experiments were performed to validate the presented algorithm. The experimental results have demonstrated the superiorities of the proposed centroid detection algorithm on precision, stability and repeatability. This study is of value in improving the precision of center location algorithms.
Introduction
Centroid detection of spot images acts as a key role in measuring wave-front distortion by Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor for adaptive optics [1] [2], optical testing [3] [4] and many other area such as pattern recognition for point object [5] , freeform surface measurement [6] , lithography system [7] , etc. The measuring precision of the centroid for each spot directly affects the accuracy of measurement or assessment in such cases. The conventional centroid detection algorithm is based on the gray level of the spot image [8] . However, when there is noise in the spot image and the noise is not negligible compared to the signals, the detection of an accurate center position becomes difficult by solely using the conventional algorithm. Considering that the background noise may have influence to detect the center position, the modified center of weight algorithms have been developed. The modified versions take power of the gray level of the spot image intensity [9] instead of the gray level itself as the weighting factor. The general method to eliminate the background noise is threshold method [10] and windowing algorithm [11] . In the threshold method, a threshold is used to determine the boundary between spot signal and noise. In the windowing algorithm, the size of a detection window is changed to reduce the influence of noises. Image filtering technique is also introduced to remove the noise, such as smoothing filter, high-frequency removal filter, etc.
This study proposed a novel algorithm of locating spot centroids based on profile regularization. The algorithm estimates the profile edge of a pot more precisely based on the intrinsic spatial correlation of the spot, rather than an optimal estimated threshold, which is usually implied in segmentation algorithms. A center of weight algorithm is applied on the regularized spot region for centroid location. In the experiments section, the performance of the presented algorithm and its comparison with the reference method has been discussed. The conclusion is in the last section. Fig. 2(a) . minate the ran region is a roughly de ot profile is retained wh lters are tak the spot. Su outlined in n the differe e spot regio nation; and ( mage filtere bw S is pro timated and utilized to f difference a spot. The n obtain the cted to be a is identified y using the ay be equal eeded to fix a structure (2) he dilation e threshold. 
where the structure operator  selects a diamond profile with radius of 1, which is as 0 1 0
bw  S is regarded as index image and indicates the precisely extracted spot profile. The filtered spot region image  S is generated by the index bw  S with another Heaviside function which is defined as
 S has been shown in Fig. 2(d) .
Field Experiments and Discussions
The field experiments were performed in the laser testing range. The receiving camera was set fixed directing to the target board and captured the sequential video images. The laser emitter shot every 4~5 seconds. The laser spot shot on the target board lasted for more than 40 seconds and then began to disappear. We capture the multiple frames right after the occurrence of the spot on the target board for repeated tests. The frame sampling frequency of the commercial camera is usually between 24 to 30 frames/s, resulting in that the capture time cost of one frame is 0.03 to 0.04 second. Since the acquisition duration was much shorter than the time of a laser spot lasted until it began to disappear. We considered that the differences between every acquired sequential images were mainly due to sample error and noise error rather than the fading effect of the laser spot itself. Because the true positions of the spot centroids cannot be obtained, we defined an assessment criterion for evaluating the precision of the centroid detection. As shown in Fig.4 , the centroid distribution of our method is more compact than that of the reference method. It demonstrates that our method has superior stability for centroid positioning. The detected centroid positions with their confidence intervals ( 0.05   ) and assessment criterion are shown in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , both of the confidence intervals and the assessment criterion value demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method on centroid location precision. Considering the influence of the threshold selection, we recalculated the centroid with the threshold variance from 11 to 20. For each threshold, we also took 20 tests for statistic. The distribution of detected centroids with threshold variance is shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 , the proposed method also shows a more compact distribution than the reference method, which demonstrates that our method has superior stability. The detailed result is as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 The result of centroid location with threshold variance for one certain spot. As shown in Table 2 , the confidence intervals and assessment criterion values of the proposed method are smaller than those of the reference method, which also indicates a validation of the superior stability of the former method.
For further validation of repeatability, we calculated the centroid positions for different laser spots. The laser spots shot on the target board and their detected centroid positions by both of the proposed and reference methods are shown in Fig. 6 . 
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